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FITF System: Overview / Results
• First
First-To-File
To File Rule Of FITF - First filer wins the patent
• Except where:
– (i) the second filer was first to “publicly
publicly disclose
disclose”
the invention (most important exception);
– (ii)
( ) the first filer obtained the invention,, directly
y or
indirectly, from the second filer (to be determined
in “derivation proceedings”—the heir to old
interferences); or
– (iii) the first filer abandons the application prior to
publication or issuance.
p
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FITF System: Overview / Results
• Three exceptions to the first
first-to-file
to file rule:
– (i) the “public disclosure” exception.
– (ii) the
h “derivation”
“d i i ” exception.
i
– (iii) the “application abandonment.”
• Exception (i) is the most important, and
because of it, the system could be called
“first-to-file-or-first-to-publicly-disclose.”
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FITF System:
y
Doctrines
• The FITF system’s
y
basic rule and exceptions
p
flow
from two familiar legal doctrines that the statute
defines in new ways:
– Th
The definition
d fi iti off prior
i artt in
i new 102(a):
102( ) N
Now
defined to be based mainly on time of filing, but
now without any geographic restrictions.
– The defined exceptions or grace period in new
102(b).
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FITF System:
y
Prior Art
• § 102(a)
( ) NOVELTY; PRIOR ART.—A person shall be
entitled to a patent unless—
(1) the claimed invention was patented, described in a
printed publication
publication, or in public use,
use on sale,
sale or
otherwise available to the public before the effective
filing date of the claimed invention; or
(2) the claimed invention was described in a patent
issued [to another] … or in [another’s] application for
patent published … [that] was effectively filed before
the effective filing date of the claimed invention.
• Five categories of prior art in 102(a)(1) and a sixth
category in 102(a)(2).
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FITF System:
y
Prior Art
•

Now let’s examine the 5 categories of prior art in section 102(a)(1):
– Patents
– Printed publications
– Public uses
– On sale material
– Otherwise available to the public

•

Questions: What’s new? What’s old?

•

Answers: Next slides.
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FITF System:
y
Prior Art
• What
What’s
s new in these five categories of prior art?
• Answer:
• Ti
Timing
i (of
( f course)) – artt iis now ““prior”
i ” if it is
i before
b f
the
th
effective filing date, not the invention date (consistent
w/ first-to-file philosophy).
• End of Geographic Restrictions – all categories are
global, including public use and on sale.
• Addition of “otherwise available to the public”– similar
to old “known … by others”.
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FITF System:
y
Prior Art
• What’s old in these five categories of prior art?
• Answer:
• Much is old.
• E
E.g.,
g old “printed
printed publication”
publication cases still apply
apply,
though the addition of “otherwise available to
the p
public” category
g y might
g make some cases
easier.
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
•

Wh t’ old?
What’s
ld?

•

Importantly, “public use” is still a category.

•

But what about
about, “secret
secret use”?
use ?

•

Different interpretations between law professors and PTO!
– Academics: the interpretation
p
set forth in Metallizing
g
Engineering and W.L. Gore remains good law.
– PTO, supported by ABA and AIPLA, have asserted that the
statute overrules Metallizing Engineering
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
Metallizing Engin’g
• Under Metallizing Engineering
– A secret, noninforming use is a “public” use for evaluating any
patent applications by the user… but not a “public use” for
evaluating any patent applications by third parties.
parties A secret
noninforming use is a “public use for one but not others.”
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
Metallizing Engin’g
• PTO, supported by ABA and AIPLA, have asserted that
the statute overrules Metallizing Engineering so that the
inventor’s own secret commercial exploitation will not
bar that inventor from later seeking a patent.
– That would reverse centuries of U.S. patent law,
dating back to the S.Ct. decision in Pennock v.
Di l
Dialogue,
27 U
U.S.
S 1 (1829)
(1829).
• Academics argue that the new statute did NOT make
such a dramatic shift in U.S. patent policy.
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
Metallizing Engin’g
Four reasons for Academics’ view:
•

(1) It is a standard canon of statutory construction that
reenactment of statutory language with a known legal meaning
continues the known meaning.

•

(2) While one sentence in a Senate colloquy does support the PTO
view, the entirety of that colloquy was devoted to discussing the
grace period. Nothing said there suggested that Congress wanted
principle
p of patent
p
law.
to undo a fundamental p
– If secret, non-informing uses are “public uses” for all
applicants, then trade secret use would bar future patents by
anyone and the prior user rights afforded in AIA would be
unnecessary and inexplicable.
inexplicable
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
Metallizing Engin’g
Four reasons for Academics
Academics’ view (cont
(cont’d):
d):
• (3) Another accepted canon of statutory construction is
that Congress does not “hide elephants in mouse
holes.” Overturning two centuries of consistent law
would be a big elephant to hide in a colloquy.
• (4) R
Remarks
k iin llegislative
i l ti history
hi t
are nott the
th statutory
t t t
text. Indeed, remarks are not always reliable because
the speakers
p
could be focusing
g on a different issue (as
(
is true here).
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
Metallizing Engin’g

USPTO Position
• AIA has changed law in favor limiting the application
of secret prior art.
art
• while the statute is not entirely clear on these points,
the legislative
g
history
y indicates that that prefiling
g
secret sales and commercial uses do not qualify as
prior art under the revised Section 102.
• See Federal Register /Vol.
/Vol 77
77, No
No. 144 /Thursday
/Thursday, July
26, 2012 / Proposed Rules 43759
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
Metallizing Engin’g

ABA Position
• 102(a)(1) "otherwise available to the public" requires
availabilityy to the p
public or p
public accessibility
y as “an
overarching requirement.”
• As such, for a "public use," for a determination that an
invention is "on
on sale,
sale " as well as to assess whether an
offer for sale has been made, the statutory requirements
under the AIA require a public disclosure.
• Thus,
Thus non
non-public
public offers for sale (and non
non-public
public uses)
would not qualify as prior art under the AIA.
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FITF: Prior Art – Public Use
Metallizing Engin’g
AIPLA Position
• An offer for sale needs to be public to qualify as "on
sale" prior art under §102(a)(1). . . . AIA §102(a)(1),
pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. §
§102(b),
( ), §
§102(a)(1)
( )( )
because unlike p
contains the residual clause "or otherwise available to
the public."
– This is a major policy change achieved by the new legislation,
which would further the goal of increasing objectivity in the
identification of prior art. . . .
– [T]he legislative history of the AIA indicates that the inclusion of
this clause in §102(a)(1) should be viewed as indicating that
§102(a)(1) does not cover non-public uses or non-public offers
for sale.
– Consistent with the broad goal of global harmonization under a
st
e to to e syste
system.
first-inventor-to-file
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Practice tip

• Monitor
M it case llaw!! It will
ill d
decide
id th
the iissue.
• Till then, avoid secret uses and secret
offers for sale.
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FITF: Exceptions/Grace
p
Period
• The exceptions / grace period are set forth in new
102(b).
• New
N
102(b) h
has a simple
i l structure:
t
t
– Paragraph (b) (1) provides all the exceptions to
102(a)(1) categories of prior art (prior art based on
printed publications, public uses, etc).
– Paragraph (b) (2) provides all the exceptions to
102(a)(2) (e.g., a first filed U.S. patent application).
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FITF: Exceptions/Grace
p
Period
Prior
art in
102(a)

102 ((a)) (1)
( )
Printed publications, public
uses, etc.

102 ((a)) ((2))
1st filed U.S. patent application
by another

Exceptions
in
102(b)
(limited
to 1 year
only!)

102 (b) (1)
(A) Any “disclosure” coming
from the applicant (“directly
or indirectly”)

102 (b) (2)
(A) 1stt filer derived invention
from 2nd filer.

(B) Disclosures by others
made after a “public”
disclosure by the applicant.

(B) 1st filer filed after “public”
public
disclosure by applicant/2nd filer.
(C) Common assignee
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“B” Grace Period Events
•

“B”
B grace period events are interesting for several reasons:
– The situations show the added value of making a “public” disclosure.
Like the adage “publish or perish,” this is publish or get weaker grace
period protection.
protection

– Late filing applicants, while they can no longer “swear behind” prior
art, can attempt to prove that they “published
“
behind” the prior art.

– “Public” disclosures can also be seen as a major
j limit on the first to
file system. 2nd-to-file applicant with an early public disclosure can
beat the 1st-to-file.
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“B” Grace Period Events
•

Our Prediction: “B”
B category grace period events will give rise to
significant complexity and litigation.
– Where, as may be common, the disclosure in an applicant’s
early publication is not identical to the disclosure in a later
piece of prior art, the PTO and courts will need to decide what
portion of the prior art gets excluded because it had previously
been disclosed in the applicant
applicant’s
s early publication.

– Still the system should be easier to administer than
interferences because there will be much more certainty about
the relevant dates of the events.
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Correct View of Grace Period: Two Tiers
•
•

•

The grace period
Th
i d in
i 102(b) iis b
bestt iinterpreted
t
t d as providing
idi
two
t
tiers
ti
of protection.
Very strong protection is provided under the “A” subparagraphs in
102(b)(1) and
d (2) so that,
th t during
d i
the
th 1-year
1
grace period,
i d none off
the inventor’s own work, publications or commercial activities can
be the source of prior art to reject the inventor’s application.
– The
Th key
k conceptt off “disclosure”
“di l
” should
h ld be
b interpreted
i t
t d to
t mean
disclosure into the prior art.
Protection is also provided against others’ disclosures under the
“B” subparagraphs
s bparagraphs of 102(b)(1) and (2) but
b t only
onl if the in
inventor
entor has
“publicly disclosed.”
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Transition Provisions
• Those applications filed on or after March
16, 2013 claiming the benefit of the filing
pp
is a first
date of an earlier filed application
to invent application if all claims or
supported by the earlier application
• Any application filed on or after March 16,
2013 having a claim at any time not
supported
t d by
b an earlier
li fifirstt tto iinventt
application is a FITF application
26

Transition Provisions
• Any application filed on or after March 16
16,
2013 claiming priority to an earlier filed
first to invent application having some
claims supported by the earlier application
may have those claims placed into an
interference with claims supported by a
first to invent application or patent or
claims in a FITF application that are
supported by an earlier FTI application
27

The Pros and Cons of the FirstInventor-To-File
Inventor
To File (FITF) Provisions
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
• Pros

• Cons

•

•

Generally: simplified definition
of prior art, closer to FTF
system
– Filing date is sole point of
reference
– No more interferences
– No more complexity of
proving a date of invention
(conception, diligence,
reduction to practice
practice, etc
etc..))

•

Generally: new law, no case
law = uncertainty and
instability
– Does “on
on sale
sale” require
public accessibility of the
invention?
– What is “a disclosure”
under
d th
the 35 USC 102(b)
exception provisions
Grace period provisions
p
y
maintain some complexity
– Good record keeping still
preferred
• Of disclosures to others
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
• Pros

• Cons

•

•

•

•

No more Hilmer doctrine
– No need to file provisional
applications
pp
Can file PCT applications in
language other than English
and create prior art under
102( )(2) as off earliest
102(a)(2)
li t priority
i it
date
International grace period:
one year prior from foreign
priority

•

No more Hilmer doctrine
– More prior art considered
against
g
yyour claims
• Even for obviousness
First to disclose provision may
create uncertainty regarding
the validity of issued patent
– May enable patent owner
to remove prior art
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102. Conditions for patentability; novelty
(a) NOVELTY; PRIOR ART.—A person shall be entitled to
a patent unless—
(1) the claimed invention was patented, described in a
printed p
p
publication,, or in p
public use,, on sale,, or otherwise
available to the public before the effective filing date
of the claimed invention; or
PRO:
Simple definition of prior art, based on public
accessibility, closer to foreign patent systems. Filing
date is the sole point of reference
reference. No geographic
conditions. No need to prove date of invention.
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102. Conditions for patentability; novelty
(a) NOVELTY; PRIOR ART.—A person shall be entitled to
a patent unless—
(1) the claimed invention was patented, described in a
printed p
p
publication,, or in p
public use,, on sale,, or
otherwise available to the public before the effective
filing date of the claimed invention; or
CON:
Legal uncertainty: Does “on sale” require public
accessibility, in contrast to current case law?
Does “p
“public
blic use”
se” req
require
ire p
public
blic accessibilit
accessibility of the
invention?
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102. Conditions for patentability; novelty
(a) NOVELTY; PRIOR ART.—A person shall be entitled to a patent
unless—
(2) the claimed invention was described in a patent issued under
section 151, or in an application for patent published or deemed
published under section 122(b), in which the patent or application,
as the case may be, names another inventor and was effectively
filed before the effective filing date of the claimed invention
invention.
PRO:
U.S. patents, U.S. published applications, and published PCT
applications designating the U.S. become prior art as of their earliest
filing dates, including foreign priority: The Hilmer Doctrine is
repealed. See also new 102(d).
No need to file provisional applications for foreign applicants
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102. Conditions for patentability; novelty
(a) NOVELTY; PRIOR ART.—A person shall be entitled to a patent
unless—
(2) the claimed invention was described in a patent issued under
section 151, or in an application for patent published or deemed
published under section 122(b), in which the patent or application,
as the case may be, names another inventor and was effectively
filed before the effective filing date of the claimed invention
invention.
PRO:
provision applies
pp
to p
published PCT applications
pp
that
This p
designate the U.S. (see 35 USC 374).
No more language requirement: can file PCT in
language other than English and create prior art under
102(a)(2)
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102.
102 Conditions
C diti
for
f patentability;
t t bilit novelty
lt (cont’d)
(
t’d)
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) DISCLOSURES MADE 1 YEAR OR LESS BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE FILING DATE
OF THE CLAIMED INVENTION.—A
INVENTION A disclosure
di l
made
d 1 year or lless before
b f
the
th
effective filing date of a claimed invention shall not be prior art to the claimed
invention under subsection (a)(1) if—
(A) the disclosure was made by the inventor or joint inventor or by another who
obtained
bt i d the
th subject
bj t matter
tt di
disclosed
l
d di
directly
tl or iindirectly
di tl ffrom th
the iinventor
t or a jjoint
i t
inventor; or
(B) the subject matter disclosed had, before such disclosure, been publicly
disclosed by
y the inventor or a jjoint inventor or another who obtained the subject
j
matter disclosed directly or indirectly from the inventor or a joint inventor.

CON:
Legal uncertainty: what is a “disclosure”? Is
a secrett offer
ff for
f sale
l a “disclosure”?
“di l
”? IIs a
secret use a “disclosure”?
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102.
102 Conditions
C diti
for
f patentability;
t t bilit novelty
lt (cont’d)
(
t’d)
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) DISCLOSURES MADE 1 YEAR OR LESS BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE FILING DATE
OF THE CLAIMED INVENTION.—A
INVENTION A disclosure
di l
made
d 1 year or lless before
b f
the
th
effective filing date of a claimed invention shall not be prior art to the claimed
invention under subsection (a)(1) if—
(A) the disclosure was made by the inventor or joint inventor or by another who
obtained
bt i d the
th subject
bj t matter
tt di
disclosed
l
d di
directly
tl or iindirectly
di tl ffrom th
the iinventor
t or a jjoint
i t
inventor; or
(B) the subject matter disclosed had, before such disclosure, been publicly
disclosed by
y the inventor or a jjoint inventor or another who obtained the subject
j
matter disclosed directly or indirectly from the inventor or a joint inventor.

PRO:
International grace
period: one year prior
to foreign priority
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102. Conditions for patentability; novelty (cont’d)
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—

CON:
(1) DISCLOSURES MADE 1 YEAR OR LESS
BEFORE
THE EFFECTIVE
FILING DATE
“First
to disclose”
system: adds
OF THE CLAIMED INVENTION.—A disclosure made 1 year or less before the
complexity,
different
effective filing date of a claimed invention
shall not
be priorfrom
art torest
the of
claimed
invention under subsection (a)(1) if— World, creates legal uncertainty
in short term
(A) the disclosure was made by the inventor or joint inventor or by another who
obtained the subject matter disclosed directly or indirectly from the inventor or a joint
inventor; or

(B) the subject matter disclosed had,
had before such disclosure,
disclosure been
publicly disclosed by the inventor or a joint inventor or another
who obtained the subject matter disclosed directly or indirectly
from the inventor or a joint inventor.
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The Pros and Cons of the FITF
P
Provisions
i i
§ 102.
102 Conditions
C diti
for
f patentability;
t t bilit novelty
lt (cont’d)
(
t’d)
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) DISCLOSURES MADE 1 YEAR OR LESS BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE FILING DATE
OF THE CLAIMED INVENTION.—A
INVENTION A disclosure
di l
made
d 1 year or lless before
b f
the
th
effective filing date of a claimed invention shall not be prior art to the claimed
invention under subsection (a)(1) if—
(A) the disclosure was made by the inventor or joint inventor or by another who
obtained
bt i d the
th subject
bj t matter
tt di
disclosed
l
d di
directly
tl or iindirectly
di tl ffrom th
the iinventor
t or a jjoint
i t
inventor; or
(B) the subject matter disclosed had, before such disclosure, been publicly
disclosed by
y the inventor or a jjoint inventor or another who obtained the subject
j
matter disclosed directly or indirectly from the inventor or a joint inventor.

CON:
Legal uncertainty: what is “publicly disclosed”? Is an
invention subject to a secret offer for sale, or to a secret
commercial use, “publicly disclosed”? Must the prior
disclosure disclose exactly the same subject matter as the
disclosure?
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Thank You
• If you have questions or comments you
can reach us at:
• skunin@oblon.com
skunin@oblon com
• 703-413-3000
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What’s Changed in the Law:
Redline off New 102 with Old 102
35 U.S.C. 102 Conditions for patentability; novelty and loss of right to patent.
(a) NOVELTY; PRIOR ART.—A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —
(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed
publication in this or a foreign country
country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent
patent, or
(b) (1) the claimed invention was patented or described in a printed publication, in this or a foreign
country or in public use, or on sale in this country, or otherwise available to the public more than one year
prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States before the effective filing date of the
claimed invention; or
(c) he has abandoned the invention, or
(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented, or was the subject of an inventor’s
certificate, by the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns in a foreign country prior to the date of
the application for patent in this country on an application for patent or inventor’s certificate filed more
than
a twelve
e e months
o s before
be o e thee filingg of
o thee application
app ca o in thee United
U ed States,
S a es, or
o
(e) (2) the claimed invention was described in a patent issued under section 151,— (1) or in an application
for patent, published or deemed published under section 122(b), by another filed in the United States
before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for patent by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an
i t
international
ti
l application
li ti filed
fil d under
d the
th treaty
t t defined
d fi d in
i section
ti 351(a)
351( ) shall
h ll have
h
the
th effects
ff t for
f the
th
purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application
designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language;
or in which the patent or application, as the case may be, names another inventor and was effectively filed
before the effective filing date of the claimed invention.
(f) he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented, or
(g) (1) and (2) [Interference provisions]
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FITF Prior Art under the AIA
D
Domestic
ti
Publicly Available (“PA”)
Prior Art ‐ 102(a)(1)
Patented Printed Publication
Public Use On Sale
Otherwise available to the public
Patent Filing (“PF”)
Prior Art ‐ 102(a)(2)
Later US Patent,
Patent Published
Application, or
“Deemed Published” 122(b)
Not “PF” Prior Art:
Abandoned Applications
Applications with secrecy orders*
Unconverted Provisional
Applications*
42

Not “PA” Prior Art:
Offers for Sale and
“Secret”
Secret Prior Art –
Metalizing Engr. Is Gone!

FITF Prior Art under the AIA
I t
International
ti
l

Now “PA” prior art:
In use or on sale
OUTSIDE the US - if publicly accessible
Publicly Available “PA”
Prior Art ‐ 102(a)(1)

Patent Filing “PF”
Prior Art ‐ 102(a)(2)
( )( )
PCT Applications designating US
Not “PF” prior art:
Foreign Appls/PCT Appls
Not filed in/designating the US
43

Summary Comparison of New 102 with Old 102

44

Subsection

New 102

Old 102

Notes on Changes

Publicly Available
Art

New 102(a)(1) Old 102(b) Changes definition based on “publicly available” approach,
Metalizing Engr. is gone as PA art cannot be secret

Patent Filing
Art

New 102(a)(2) Old 102(e) Applies to both US and PCT filings that designate US and are
published in 1 of 10 PCT official languages

FTP Grace for
Publicly Available
Art

New
102(b)(1)

Old 102(b) Up to 1 year – by/for/from inventor’s own work full year –
Subpara (A), but for 3rd party works – Subpara (B) only after
triggered by ‘publicly
publicly disclosed’ FTP of identical subject
matter to intervening non‐patent art

FTP Grace for
Patent Filing
Art

New
102(b)(2)

Old 102(a) Up to 1 year after publication – by/for/from inventor’s own
work full year – Subpara (A), but for 3rd party works –
Subpara (B) ‐ only after triggered by FTP of identical subject
matter to intervening patent prior art

Joint Development

New
102(b)(2)(C)

Old 103(c)

Expands “team” exception to both New 102/New 103 but
only for Patent Filing Art
Changes
g to abandoned w/out
/
p
publication,, see New 102(a)(2)
( )( )

Abandoned

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Old 102(c)
( )

Foreign patent

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Old 102(d) Hilmer doctrine gone as non‐English priority filings okayed

Not the Inventor

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Old 102(f)

Interference

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Old 102(g) Replaced by new derivation proceedings under New 135

Replaced by definitions of inventor under New 100(f)
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Transition Cases
“Mind
Mind the Gap”
Gap
Pre‐AIA
(Before 3/16/2013)

AIA
(After 3/15/2013)

• First To Invent
• Abilityy to Swear Behind
• 1 Year Grace/Statutory Bar
• Limited Team Exception
(at time of invention)

• First Inventor To File
• First To Publish ((FTP)) Grace
Periods for Inventor Works
• Expanded Team Exception
(at time of filing)

Avoid unintentionallyy bridging
g g between
pre‐AIA and AIA
• For provisional‐to‐utility conversions
• For parent‐to‐child CIP applications

45
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The Big Changes:
Metalizing Engineering is Gone
Long‐held trade secrets may be
patented under the AIA
So, Coca Cola recipes are now
eligible for patent protection

46

•

Final Rules interpret “otherwise
otherwise available to the public”
public as applying to all AIA
Section 102(a)(1) bars such that the “on sale” bar does not extend to secret
processes are not AIA prior art

•

Once an Examiner becomes aware of a p
potential public
p
use,, applicant
pp
mayy
be required to show how that use does not make claimed process accessible
to the public – so, look for “public uses” on IDSs

•

The key to public vs. non‐public is whether there is an obligation of
confidentiality – so, expect increased usage of NDAs/CDAs
46

The Big Changes:
FTP Grace – Mostly for Inventor’s
Inventor s Own Works
• Final Rules interpret 102(b) FTP Grace
periods p
p
primarilyy for situations involvingg
works by/for/from the inventor(s) – the AIA
Section 102(b)(1/2)(A) exceptions
• These Sub(A) exceptions are what most
closely parallel grace periods in other
countries (DE, JP, SK)
• Sub(A) exceptions that remove the inventor
inventor’ss own works as prior art if
the works are by/for/from the inventor(s) and if the works have been
publicly available for less than 1 year before the Effective Filing Date
will be the most utilized FTP exception
• This is because the key to using Sub(A) FTP Grace Periods is not
“what” subject matter was disclosed; rather the key is by/for/from
“whom” was the disclosure made
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The Big Changes:
Proving Sub(A) FTP Grace Periods under 1.130
•

Office will not assert a prior work as a basis for a prior art
rejection if it apparent from the prior work that the work:
•
•
•

48

(1) was less than 1 year from the Effective Filing Date,
(2) names inventor(s) as authors, and
(3) does not name authors not named as inventors

•

If, however, the application names fewer inventors than a
publication (e.g., the application names as inventors A and B, and
the publication names as authors A, B and C), it would not be
readily apparent from the work that it is by the inventor(s) and
the work would be treated as prior art under 102(a)(1)/(2)

•

An affidavit or declaration under 37 CFR 1.130(a) or (b) need not
demonstrate that the disclosure by the inventor, a joint inventor,
or another who obtained the subject matter disclosed directly or
indirectly from the inventor(s) was an ‘‘enabling’’ disclosure of
th subject
the
bj t matter
tt within
ithi th
the meaning
i off 35 U
U.S.C.
S C 112(
112(a).
)
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The Big Changes:
FTP Grace – Inconceivable for Works of 3rd Parties

49

•

Final Rules confirm the Narrow Interpretation of
FTP Grace Period set out in the Proposed Rules for
situations involving independently developed
intervening works of 3rd parties

•

These are the Section 102(b)(1/2)(B) FTP
exceptions
i
that
h were the
h subject
bj off significant
i ifi
comments supporting a Broad Interpretation

•

These Sub(B) exceptions for intervening works of 3rd parties are triggered
under the Narrow Interpretation only when the subject matter disclosed
by/for/from the inventor(s) is “the same” as the subject matter of the
intervening work

•

But under the Final Rules “the same” does not mean “the same” where
the subject matter disclosed may be (1) in a different form, (2) not
verbatim, or (3) more general than the subject matter disclosed that was
used to trigger the Sub(B) FTP exception
49

The Big Changes:
FTP Grace – Inconceivable for Works of 3rd Parties
• “These examination guidelines maintain the identical subject matter
interpretation of [Sub(B) as set forth in the Proposed Rules]. However,
there is no requirement for [Sub(B)] that the mode of disclosure by the
inventor or a joint inventor (e.g., patenting, publication, public use, sale
activity) be the same as the mode of disclosure of the intervening grace
period disclosure.”
• “There is also no requirement that the disclosure by the inventor or a joint
inventor be a verbatim or ipsissimis verbis disclosure of the intervening
grace period disclosure.”
•

“What is required for subject matter in an intervening grace period
disclosure to be excepted under [Sub(B)] is that the subject matter of the
disclosure to be disqualified as prior art must have been previously publicly
disclosed by the inventor or a joint inventor.”

• But, most of the examples given for supporting the Narrow Interpretation
are Sub(A) examples, not Sub(B) fact patterns.
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The Big Changes:
Examples of FTP Grace for Works of 3rd Parties
• If subject matter of an intervening grace period disclosure is simply a
more general description of the subject matter previously publicly
disclosed by the inventor(s),
inventor(s) [Sub(B)] applies.
applies
• If the inventor(s) had publicly disclosed a species, and a subsequent
intervening grace period disclosure discloses a genus (i.e., provides a
more generic disclosure of the species),
species) the intervening grace period
disclosure of the genus is not available as prior art under 102(a)(1)
• Conversely, if the inventor(s) had publicly disclosed a genus, and a
subsequent intervening grace period disclosure discloses a species
species, the
intervening grace period disclosure of the species would be available as
prior art under 102(a)(1).
• Likewise
Likewise, if the inventor(s) had publicly disclosed a species,
species and a
subsequent intervening grace period disclosure discloses an alternative
species not also disclosed by the inventor(s), the intervening grace
period disclosure of the alternative species would be available as prior
art under 102(a)(1).
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Examples of Sub(B) FTP Grace Periods:
S
Scenario
i 1 ‐ The
Th “Same”
“S
” Species
S i C’
publishes A+B+C’ first and after publicly discloses A+B+C’ then
patent application for A+B+C/C’/C”, where C is genus of C’ and C”.

Party

“Narrow”
Narrow Sub(B)

Party

“Broad” Sub(B)
A’s FTP Sub(B) 1 Year Grace Period
52
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files

Examples of Sub(B) FTP Grace Periods:
S
Scenario
i 2 ‐ Genus
G
C After
Aft SSpecies
i C’
publishes A+B+C’ first and after publicly discloses A+B+C then files
patent application for A+B+C/C’/C”, where C is genus of C’ and C”.

Party

“Narrow”
Narrow Sub(B)

Party

“Broad” Sub(B)
A’s FTP Sub(B) 1 Year Grace Period
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Examples of Sub(B) FTP Grace Periods:
S
Scenario
i 3.1
3 1 ‐ Not
N t th
the “S
“Same”” SSpecies
i C”
publishes A+B+C’ first and after publicly discloses A+B+C” then
patent application for A+B+C/C’/C”, where C is genus of C’ and C”.

Party

“Narrow”
Narrow Sub(B)

Party

“Broad” Sub(B)
A’s FTP Sub(B) 1 Year Grace Period
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files

Examples of Sub(B) FTP Grace Periods:
S
Scenario
i 3.2
3 2 ‐ Not
N t th
the “S
“Same”” SSpecies
i C”
Same as 3.1, except files a provisional patent application that is exactly
what was published before publishes.

Party

“Narrow”
Narrow Sub(B)

Party

“Broad” Sub(B)
A’s FTP Sub(B) 1 Year Grace Period
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Examples of Sub(B) FTP Grace Periods:
S
Scenario
i 4.1
4 1 ‐ Genus
G
C Before
B f
Species
S i C’
publishes A+B+C first and after publicly discloses A+B+C’ then files
patent application for A+B+C/C’/C”, where C is genus of C’ and C”.

Party

“Narrow”
Narrow Sub(B)

Party

“Broad” Sub(B)
A’s FTP Sub(B) 1 Year Grace Period
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Examples of Sub(B) FTP Grace Periods:
S
Scenario
i 4.2
4 2 ‐ Genus
G
C Before
B f
Species
S i C’
Same as 4.1, except files a provisional patent application that is exactly
what was published before publishes.

Party

“Narrow”
Narrow Sub(B)

Party

“Broad” Sub(B)
A’s FTP Sub(B) 1 Year Grace Period
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The Big Changes:
FTP Grace – Sub(B) Partial Prior Art
• The Narrow Interpretation of Sub(B) will also be applied to produce
“partial
partial prior art.
art ”
• “For example, the inventor or a joint inventor had publicly disclosed
elements A, B, and C, and a subsequent intervening grace period
disclosure discloses elements A,
A B,
B C,
C and D,
D then only element D of the
intervening grace period disclosure is available as prior art under
102(a)(1).”
• This kind of “partial
partial prior art
art” is certain to lead to chaos in its
application as there is no guidance on whether just D itself, or the idea
of combining D with one or more of A, B, C, can be used from this
partially disabled intervening art reference
reference.
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Other Changes in the Rules:
Foreign Priority Claim Cases

59

Proposed Rules

Final Rules – Rule 1.55 and 1.77

Certified Copy
py of Priorityy Case
o Must be filed in all foreign
priority cases by the later of
4 months from US filing or 16
months from foreign priority
date
o All foreign applications
having the same subject
matter must be
b identified
d
f d in
the ADS

Certified Copy of Priority Case must be
filed later of 4/16 months unless
o Foreign case is originated from a
reciprocating patent office where
certified copy
py is accessible,, or an
interim copy is filed that delays filing
until issue fee is paid
o Provision also made for belated filing
if there is a showing of good and
sufficient cause for the delay
o Foreign applications that are only
“related applications” should be
identified in specification, not ADS
o English translation required for (1)
derivation, (2) overcoming date of
reference,, or (3)
( ) Examiner requests
q
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Other Changes in the Rules:
T
Transition
iti Priority
P i it Claim
Cl i Cases
C
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Proposed Rules

Final Rules – 1.55 and 1.78

Statements for Cases Claimingg
Priority Before March 16, 2013
o Required for any cases where
there was a change in subject
matter disclosed in the
application
o Had to be done on a claim‐by‐
claim basis
o Incentives for
f providing
d
statement within later of 4/16
months from filing/priority

Statements for Cases Claiming Priority
Before March 16, 2013
o Only required if there are claims to
new subject matter and then only as
to the application, not claim
claim‐by‐claim
by claim
o Statement not required if reasonably
believed that there is no claim to a
claimed invention having an effective
filing date after March 16,
16 2013.
2013
o If so, then no investigation or analysis
is required, otherwise there will be a
checkbox on the ADS
o Continuing cases do not “contain a
claim” added by amendment if the
claim is rejected under Section 112 –
i.e.
e Can’t
Ca t stumble
stu b e into
to AIA applying
app y g to
a pre‐AIA priority claim case
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Other Changes in the Rules:
P f off B
Proof
By/For/From
/F /F
IInventor
t

61

Proposed Rules

Final Rules – Rules 1.77 and 1.130

Declaration/Statements
/
Establishing Sub(A) exceptions
o Proposed Rules used certain
presumptions about when a
declaration/statement would
be successful (e.g., if made
within 4/16 months of
filing/priority)
o Proposed
d Rules
l required
d
filing of a derivation petition
if a rejection was based on
prior p
p
patent filingg art namingg
another inventor with
patentably indistinct claims

Declaration Establishingg Sub(A)
( ) exceptions
p
o Final Rules only set out procedures for
filings declarations in response to a
rejection without any presumptions for
successful declarations
o Final Rules do not require filing a
derivation petition for patentably
indistinct claims of a prior patent filing
art, only
l that
h prior patent filing
f l art cannot
be removed under 102(b)(2)(A) by a
declaration
o Statements submitted with application
pp
about prior disclosures by/for/from
inventor are permitted, but not required
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Other Changes in the Rules:
SSymmetry B
)(1) and
d 102(b)
Between 102(
102(a)(1)
“Available to the
Public”
Public
•PA Art under 102(a)(1)
beyond:
•Printed publication,
•In Public Use
•On Sale

Intersection
I
i off
102(a)(1) and
102(b)(1/2)(B):
“Publicly
Disclosed”

• Equivalent

•FTP Grace under
102(b)(1/2)(B)
•By inventor
•For inventor
•From Inventor

Office is treating the term “disclosure” [as used in AIA Section
102(b)] as a generic expression intended to encompass the
documents and activities enumerated in AIA Section 102(a).
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Missing From the Final Rules:
Experimental Use and Publicly Available
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•

Neither the AIA nor its legislative history expressly addresses whether the
[[so called]] experimental
p
use exception
p
applies
pp
to a public
p
use under AIA
Section 102(a)(1), or to a use that makes the invention available to the
public under the residual clause of AIA Section 102(a)(1). Because this
doctrine arises infrequently before the Office, and is case‐specific when it
d
does
arise,
i the
h Office
Offi will
ill approach
h this
hi issue
i
when
h it
i arises
i on the
h facts
f
presented.

•

MPEP 2128 provides guidance on what and when the Office will consider
material
t i l tto be
b “publicly
“ bli l available.”
il bl ”
• Citing all old case law about printed publication, card catalogs, and
date of receipt, not mailing, of a technical journal
• Old law/rules about “oral
oral only”
only disclosures not being pre‐AIA
pre AIA Section
102(b) art is now bad advice under the AIA
• Office missed an opportunity to advise the public about current
Internet‐based technologies and important issues about the relative
cost of access
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Suggested FITF Strategies
Eff ti Fili
Effective
Filing D
Date
t and
d Provisionals
P ii
l under
d th
the AIA
• Effective Filing Date – AIA 100(i)(1) – and the need to be
first to file will push provisional filings to be:
• A complete filing with full claim sets that have been searched that is
being filed to defer fees, especially in situations with large numbers of
claim sets,
sets
• An “emergency recovery” filing of a document that has already been
publicly disclosed before any patent filing in an attempt to protect as
much possible rights against intervening art of 3rd parties by trying to
secure as early an effective filing date as possible based solely on the
document that was publicly disclosed, or
• An evolving string provisional filings to cover experimental
results/improvements of alternative species (again to get as early an
effective filing date as possible against potential intervening 3rd party
prior art)
art).
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Suggested FITF Strategies
Key Issues for Consideration
• Always File First!!!
•

Treat the AIA as a First to File System

• Avoid the FTP Grace of Sub(B)
•

Use Emergency Recovery Provisional filings to
preserve the best rights for early publications

• Evolving String Provisional Filings
•

One possible
O
ibl way to
t improve
i
your odds
dd off getting
tti
an “Effective Filing Date”

• Bridging the Gap
•
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Avoid unintentional additions of claimed subject
matter across March 16th, 2013
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How Long Before Some Clarity?
4 Years
Y
B
Before
f
CAFC Decision
D i i on FITF

Sept 2011

March 2013

AIA Enacted

FITF Starts

Sept 2017

Sept 2015
Earliest
Possible
PTAB ruling
on a PGR
case

1st Federal
Circuit
Rulings on
Litigated
Cases

Sept 2012

March 2014

Sept 2016

New Post
Issuance
Proceedings

1st FITF
patents
start issuing

1st District
Court Cases
Completed*
and
1st CAFC
Appeal on
PTAB‐PGR
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So now you know!
FITF under
d th
the AIA is
i more complicated
li t d th
than 3D Chess!
Ch !
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Thank You!
About Brad Pedersen
Brad Pedersen is a patent attorney with more than 25 years of experience in patent law, engineering,
business and entrepreneurship.
p
p He is a p
partner and the chair of the p
patent p
practice ggroup
p at Patterson
Thuente Pedersen, P.A., an intellectual property law firm in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He concentrates his
practice on post‐grant review proceedings and patent prosecution strategy, licensing and litigation.
Brad is one of the more knowledgeable IP attorneys in the U.S. when it comes to the patent reform. Since
it was first introduced in 2005, he has actively followed the developments and debate surrounding patent
reform at the agency, legislative and judicial levels. He educates clients and colleagues by writing and
presenting on the imminent changes and strategies for dealing with the reforms.
A special thanks to Steve Kunin, Christen Hansen, Justin Woo, Vadim Braginsky, Tracy Dann, Tim Bianchi,
Robert Armitage, Matt Rainey, and Michelle Arcand for their invaluable help on these materials.
Brad can be reached at pedersen@ptslaw.com or (612) 349.5774

About Patterson Thuente IP
Patterson Thuente Pedersen, P.A. helps creative and inventive clients worldwide protect, and profit from,
their ideas. Practicing in the areas of patents, trademark, copyright, trade secrets, IP litigation,
international IP protection, licensing and post‐grant proceedings, the firm’s attorneys excel at finding
strategic solutions to complex intellectual property matters.
Visit us online at www.ptslaw.com.
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